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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Thirty-Fifth Day: Wednesday, January 17, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 356-104-61-53—29%W, 61%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #7 Septimius Severus (9th race)—5-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #4 Ferdinanda (10th race)—20-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#1)CHESTNUT JOHNNY: Third behind a next-out winner in last; drops   
(#6)MY SISTER CARO: Toss last going 8F, turns back; very consistent 
(#2)STARSHIP WILDCAT: Gets some needed class relief; loves GP grass 
(#7)DUBAI BOB: Beaten chalk in last two races; last GP turf win for $10K 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-2-7 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#4)LUZ MIMI: In snug for high percentage Englehart outfit; fires fresh   
(#5)THREE ILLUSIONS: Placed in eight of last 12 starts; steps up today 
(#3)BELLA BAILAR: Non-factor in local debut, gets bet; better on grass? 
(#2)TRUE MOTION: She’s the likely pacesetter; third start off the sidelines 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-3-2 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#7)WHITE MOON: Aired in her dirt debut, gets in light; great post position   
(#4)LEOPARDSHILL ROAD: 20-of-34 starters in the money at tilt for outfit 
(#1)A J’S AMEX: Beaten fave in last 3, very consistent; first start off claim 
(#6)SCATNAP: Down to the cellar for Pompay; her recent form is atrocious 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-1-6 
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RACE FOUR 
(#1)GREAT LOU: Speed of the speed on the fence with Jaramillo = wire job   
(#4)TREV: Barn 41% clip off extended layoffs; tick slower than top choice  
(#2)PRUDHOE BAY: Gets the stalking trip under I. Ortiz, Jr.—blinkers “on” 
(#3)IMPERIAL WARRIOR: Slight class drop works; turf-to-dirt the answer? 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-2-3 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#1)SUPER WITCH: Stalks from an inside draw; drops back in for $35K tag   
(#4)UNCLE JUNIOR: Improved on turf for sharp outfit; first start for a tag 
(#5)TRAPPED AT SEA: Love the cutback to a 5F trip; needs a clean start 
(#8)RUN IN THE SHADOWS: Rough trip in Laurel debut; should love turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-5-8 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#5)CONQUEST SANDMAN: Drops significantly off claim; runs well fresh    
(#6)ZEFIRO: First-or-second in 4 of last 5 outings; good form for new barn 
(#2)REFLECTED STAR: Drops off an extended hiatus; rough trip last time 
(#4)TAKEITTOTHEEDGE: Dead-game in turf debut; woke up for a $30K tag 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-2-4 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#8)BINGO KITTEN: Tends to run big off the sidelines; won three of last six   
(#2)D’CRAZINESS: Wide trip costly in Claiming Crown; handy—likes 8.5F 
(#1)SINATRA: Won 5 of his last 6 races; jock change to Johnny V. is noted 
(#7)LOVE CONQUERS: In sung on $25K starter level; stakes-placed GP turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-2-1-7 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#6)ANAIS: Steadied at three-eighths pole yet rolled home in last; tighter   
(#4)SOUND DEFENCE: Speed of the speed is a tick cheap; Ziadie off claim 
(#3)QUALITY TIME(IRE): Good 4th behind stablemate off shelf—improves 
(#8)UNBRIDLED COURAGE: Big finish while wide in last; likes 5F on grass 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-4-3-8 
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RACE NINE 
(#7)SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS: Clocks pace, finishes; 7-panels in wheelhouse   
(#6)MISTER BISTER: Ran off the T.V. in 1:10 4/5 in Tampa debut—upside 
(#2)IMPACT PLAYER: Game in maiden win in 1:09 4/5; two “bullets” since 
(#3)SO SUBLIME: Impressive in 7F debut win vs. state-breds; L. Saez stays 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-2-3 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#4)FERDINANDA: Toss first 2 on forgiving ground; first tag, first for Tagg   
(#1)RATE OF RETURN: Good kick despite wide trip on debut; start away? 
(#6)KITTEN’S COVERGIRL: Beaten a length a change vs. similar; improves 
(#5)INSIDE TRIP: Eye-catching debut for a quarter; upside but steps up 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1-6-5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


